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New Stolen Goat SS22 Collection // Out Now!

Stolen Goat have launched their new spring/summer collection, with a vibrant offering of

cycling kit, pro-level tri suits and a range of accessories.

The new collection features new designs across the Bodyline, Climbers and Epic ranges. From

classic stripes and fresh spring colours, to standout graphic designs and stunning gradient

fades this is a collection that will have cyclists and triathletes standing out from the flock this

summer.

Ride all day comfort, adventure-ready performance: bold new Bodyline jerseys
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Sitting at the heart of the Stolen Goat range, the Bodyline jerseys offer quality, style and

performance with no compromise on comfort. Ready for anything, these jerseys are the

ultimate all-rounder. From the morning commute to the big days out in the saddle, Bodyline is

the go-to choice for all kinds of adventures. The new Lebowski design brings a touch of the

tropics to every day rides. Meanwhile graphic prints such as the Waffle – with it’s bright colours

and paint drip effect – are set to be conversation-starters at the Sunday club ride.

Cresting iconic climbs - or just the local Strava segment: ultralightweight Climbers

jerseys help you to keep your cool when the heat is on

The sun on your back, fresh air in your lungs and a satisfying burn in your legs as you power up

the final kick of a climb. Whether you’re heading for the hills or riding out when the heat is on,

the super lightweight Climbers range is here to keep you feeling fresh even on the hottest,

hilliest days in the saddle. From the cool tones of the Minty and the Skint gradient fade designs,

to the stripey Nashville and Scooby – these jerseys are just calling out for a spot of KOM/QOM-

hunting.

Here to make riding hard feel easy: aerodynamic race fit Epic jerseys
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Down on the drops, the pace is on and you feel… Epic. The Epic range is here to making riding

hard feel easy. Designed for speed, tailored for comfort. The Epic jerseys and shorts offer an

aerodynamic race fit, that looks great and feels awesome. Stand out from the pack in the

ultrabright Jelly design, or activate stealth mode to take the leaders by surprise in the subtle

Flint jersey. Racing competitively, or just racing to the café stop – the Epic jerseys are made to

go fast.

Swim, bike, run in style: new tri suit designs

Get ready to get noticed in the new for SS22 tri suit designs.
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ABOUT STOLEN GOAT

Stolen Goat was founded by Tim Bland in 2012 with a mission in mind: To inspire people to find freedom through
sport so that they can live happier, healthier lives. With award-winning cycle clothing and accessories, Stolen Goat
helps to inspire and empower people to find their own form of freedom and adventure more. Whether that’s hi�ng
the climbs or hi�ng the café rides. Since its beginnings, Stolen Goat has grown a community of likeminded everyday
cycling heroes – The Herd. United by our love of cycling, our passion for freedom and apprecia�on for awesome kit
that dares to be a li�le bit different.

The Stolen Goat tri suits are made from a lightweight, quick-drying fabric with 4-way stretch for

a fit that’s as comfortable as it is speedy. Add in a water-repellent surface for the non-wetsuit

swims, and long Airstripe half sleeves for optimal aerodynamics (saving you the equivalent

watts of a disc wheel!) and you’ll be flying through the finish line before you know it.

The tri specific chamois pad has been developed in Belgium with pro triathletes and teams to

create the perfect balance of comfort on the bike, without getting in the way when you’re

running. A front zipped torso panel that zips and unzips like a jersey gives you versatility. Two

back pockets allow you to carry your nutrition to fuel the fire. Meanwhile active seams stitching

ensures maximum freedom of movement and zero chafe – perfect for long course racing.

 

-ends-

The Stolen Goat SS22 Collection sees the introduction of new designs across the Bodyline,

Climbers and Epic jersey ranges, alongside matching accessories. Plus, a range of men’s and

women’s tri suits in 7 new designs – enhancing Stolen Goat’s multisport offering, alongside the

recently launched Swim collection.

The new collection is available to purchase online now at stolengoat.com, and will soon be

available in-store from our growing network of stockists.
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